Most of the adult CNS lacks regenerative activity in terms of both neuron birth and neurite outgrowth. While this regeneration-unfriendly environment of the adult CNS may preserve the existing neuronal circuitry that takes years to develop in higher organisms, it also poses a major obstacle for CNS repair later in life. In this issue of the JCI, Song et al. report on their development of a strategy that uses region-specific and molecularly engineered astrocytes to turn an unfavorable brain environment into a favorable one for engrafted neural stem/progenitor cells (NSC/NPCs). In a rat model of Parkinson's disease (PD), cografting NPCs with midbrain-derived astrocytes engineered to overexpress the transcription factors Nurr1 and Foxa2 promotes maturation and survival of the graft, resulting in therapeutic improvement. The results of this study raise the prospect of using modified astrocytes to improve the survival, maturation, and integration of engrafted NSC/NPCs as a restorative treatment for PD.
Most of the adult CNS lacks the ability to regenerate in a physiologically meaningful manner, even though adult neurogenesis can occur in a few select sites, such as the subventricular zone and the dentate gyrus. As the electrical signal from a source neuron is transmitted by its axon, which sometimes must project several feet to reach the downstream target, the lack of neural regeneration in the adult brain and spinal cord has both advantages and disadvantages.
The good. For the human CNS, it takes years to establish neuronal pathways (or tracts) in their final shapes and forms. To continually produce the guiding cues that are only needed during development would be uneconomical on the one hand and might invite the risk of making erroneous connections on the other hand. In this regard, limited renewal is beneficial for the preservation of the anatomical integrity of already-established neuronal circuitry and the prevention of aberrant wiring.
The bad. Due to the changes that occur in the CNS environment beginning with the embryo and continuing to adulthood, reestablishing accurate, long-range projection of neuronal processes from scratch in the adult CNS becomes inconceivably challenging, if not impossible. Unfortunately, the paucity of regeneration in most parts of the adult brain makes cell replacement the only restorative treatment for diseases defined by irreversible neuronal loss, such as traumatic brain and spinal cord injury, Parkinson's disease (PD), Alzheimer's disease (AD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and many more. While the idea of using stem cells as a universal source for restorative cell therapies is attractive, clinical application of such cell-based approaches in patients is not so straightforward. There are several major issues, including pervasiveness of the lesion, inconsistency of transplanted cells faithfully differentiating into the desired cell types and reconnecting with their rightful targets, and limited survival of the donor cells and their therapeutic effects, that hamper successful application of stem cell therapies in the clinic. In this capacity, the difficulty of applying cell-based therapies to neurological disease treatment is reflected in the failed outcomes of several preclinical trials that used human neural stem/progenitor cells (NSC/NPCs) to treat either spinal cord injury (1) or AD (2) .
The ugly. Compared with spinal cord injury or AD, PD is considered to be relatively amenable to cell-replacement therapies because its primary pathology -the loss of dopaminergic (DA) neurons -is confined to the substantia nigra and the length of the involved neural circuitry (the nigrostriatal and striatonigral pathways) is relatively short. The distance between grafted DA neurons and their targets can be further reduced by direct transplantation of donor cells into the striatum. The therapeutic benefit of intrastriatal transplantation of fetal mesencephalic tissues in PD rats has been established since 1979 (3, 4) , and clinical trials to evaluate fetal tissue transplantation in PD patients began in 1987. Three decades later, cell therapies for PD treatment have yet to be approved by the FDA, largely owing to several ethical and practical issues (5) . A great deal of effort has been focused on deriving donor cells from human embryonic stem cells (6) or from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) to resolve ethical issues surrounding the use of fetal tissues (7) . So far, it has largely been ignored that the host brain often becomes inhospitable to grafted cells as a result of procedure-induced immunological responses that polarize the endogenous host glia from an antiinflammatory, neurotrophic form to a proinflammatory, cytotoxic form. Unfortunately, this hostile environment for engrafted NSC/NPCs can persist long after the transplantation and detrimentally affect the survival and function of these cells (8) . Most of the adult CNS lacks regenerative activity in terms of both neuron birth and neurite outgrowth. While this regeneration-unfriendly environment of the adult CNS may preserve the existing neuronal circuitry that takes years to develop in higher organisms, it also poses a major obstacle for CNS repair later in life. In this issue of the JCI, Song et al. report on their development of a strategy that uses region-specific and molecularly engineered astrocytes to turn an unfavorable brain environment into a favorable one for engrafted neural stem/progenitor cells (NSC/NPCs). In a rat model of Parkinson's disease (PD), cografting NPCs with midbrainderived astrocytes engineered to overexpress the transcription factors Nurr1 and Foxa2 promotes maturation and survival of the graft, resulting in therapeutic improvement. The results of this study raise the prospect of using modified astrocytes to improve the survival, maturation, and integration of engrafted NSC/NPCs as a restorative treatment for PD. jci.org Volume 128 Number 1 January 2018
Song et al. systematically determined the type of astrocytes that yield the best therapeutic outcome of stem cell therapy. It turns out that the regional identity of astrocytes matters. The authors first showed that cografting VM-derived astrocytes was better than cografting cortex-derived (Ctx-derived) astrocytes for improving the therapeutic outcome of VM-derived NPC transplantation in PD rats. Since VM astrocytes, like mDA neurons, are known to express high lev-those isolated from postnatal VM, exhibited marked and persistent improvements in the survival of engrafted NPCs, the differentiation and maturation of donor NPCs into midbrain DA (mDA) neurons, and the synaptic integration of donor-derived mDA neurons with the host striatal neurons. The overarching take-home message of this study, that the phenotype of neighboring astrocytes determines the outcome of transplanted NPCs, is based on two key findings. First,
Cografting stem cells with astrocytes: the good neighbor policy
In this issue, Song et al. report on their use of the 6-hydroxydopamine-induced lesion rat model of PD to address the idea that astrocytic neighbors may play a key role in determining the therapeutic outcome of engrafted NPCs (9) . Animals cografted with NPCs prepared from rodent embryonic ventral midbrain (VM) and carefully selected astrocytes, such as butions to either the neurotrophic, antiinflammatory environment or the proinflammatory environment. Such evaluation will require each gene to be individually analyzed, similar to what has been done for nucleostemin in stem cell self-renewal (12) . From a therapeutic standpoint, the immediate work ahead is to determine the long-term survival of the grafted NPCs beyond the six-month period evaluated by Song and colleagues. This determination should preferably be done using human cells transplanted into humanized animal models. In addition, the native brain environment is made up not only of astrocytes but also of a community of various glial cell types, including microglia. It is possible that cografting a multiplex of glial cells may improve the therapeutic outcome of transplanted NPCs more than what was observed in this study by Song et al. Other areas of interest include understanding how to prevent the spontaneous reversion of neurotrophic astrocytes to proinflammatory astrocytes over time, how to avoid the overdose of cell therapy, and how to deal with the widespread lesion associated with most neurodegenerative disorders. Another concern with putting normal cells into a diseased environment is the possibility that the underlying pathology, such as the α-synuclein aggregates in PD, may be transmitted to the donor cells after an extended period of time (13, 14) . Finally, strategies to help donor-derived neurons to reestablish the correct long-range connections in the adult brain will have to be addressed for replacing neurons whose primary functions rely on such connectivity. Similarly, the integration of donor cells with their upstream neurons will no doubt play an important role in securing appropriate physiological regulation of their activity and neurotransmitter release. Despite these looming obstacles, Song and colleagues have taken a significant step forward by showing that one key to success may reside in having good neighbors, a concept that seems fundamentally simple and yet has not been explored quite enough. Although the road ahead remains long, one can at least take comfort in knowing that when venturing into a hostile territory, choosing the right company can go a long way and that many missions, however impossible they may seem at the beginning, turn out to be accomplishable in the end.
ulate rather than to dictate the motor function, the requirement for regulated firing and exact wiring is not as stringent as that required for pyramidal neurons in the motor cortex. For these reasons, PD has always been an ideal candidate for cell-based therapies. Nevertheless, even for PD, the integration of donor-derived mDA neurons with host striatal neurons still plays an important role in the long-term survival of donor-derived mDA neurons and continuation of symptomatic recovery. For brain and spinal cord injury, the long-range connectivity between upper motor neurons in the motor cortex and lower motor neurons in the anterior horn of the spinal cord is undoubtedly the most critical determinant for functional restoration. As it may be impossible for reborn axons to navigate and rebuild the same path that they once had, a more realistic objective for treating CNS injury may be a reduction in the retrograde loss of neurons as well as facilitation of neurite regrowth across the lesion site before loss of the existing tract. Another challenge for most neurodegenerative diseases is the extent of pathological involvement, which may become too diffuse for cell transplantation to be feasible. In this case, diagnosis of disease at the earliest possible stage and stopping its progression will be the outcome-deciding factor. Despite all the challenges and complexity, the fundamental concept put forth in this study by Song et al. may still be broadly applicable, as grafting the right type of astrocytes by themselves may attenuate the underlying pathology via multiple pathways, such as eliminating pathological protein aggregates (10, 11) .
Future for cell-based therapy: tomorrow never dies
The road to finding the much-coveted restorative cures for neurological diseases defined by irreversible neuronal loss is paved with many obstacles, and there are many questions that need to be answered. From a functional and mechanistic standpoint, all candidate genes (Figure 1) that have been identified based on their differential expression in various paradigms and/or their previously published roles in mDA neuron development will need to be studied to determine their actual contri-els of the transcription factors Nurr1 and Foxa2, Song and colleagues engineered VM astrocytes to overexpress Nurr1 and Foxa2 and found that cografting of these genetically modified VM astrocytes improved the differentiation, maturation, synaptic integration, and survival of grafted NPCs in vivo. Arguably, the most exciting feature of this astrocyte cografting approach is the duration of the behavioral improvement and the maintenance of the midbrain identity of grafted cells, both of which were shown to last up to six months after transplantation.
Turning immunogenic astrocytes into neurotrophic astrocytes: Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
The next question is, why are all astrocytes not equal in exerting benefit to cografted NPCs? This question is addressed by the second key finding of this study -the elucidation of the mechanism that underlies the beneficial effect of cografting astrocytes. Song and colleagues compared the gene-expression profiles between astrocytes and Ctx-NPCs, VM-astrocytes and Ctx-astrocytes, and Nur-r1+Foxa2-engineered VM-astrocytes and nonengineered VM-astrocytes. Regeneration-friendly astrocytes consistently exhibited lower expression of several proinflammatory cytokines and myelin-associated proteins and higher expression of neurotrophic factors, antiinflammatory cytokines, ROS scavengers, and neurotrophic extracellular matrix proteins (Figure 1) . Conversely, proinflammatory, immunogenic astrocytes, which contribute to the hostile brain environment, secreted higher levels of proinflammatory cytokines and myelin-associated proteins. These findings indicate that only the neurotrophic, antiinflammatory form of astrocytes is conducive to the survival, maturation, and functional integration of transplanted VM-NPCs, whereas proinflammatory, immunogenic astrocytes are detrimental to the cause.
Beyond PD: mission impossible
The leading pathology of PD is the loss of DA neurons in the substantia nigra. Hence, the treatment objective for PD is simply to restore DA-secreting neurons or their functional equivalents at the target site -the striatum. Because mDA neurons belong to the extrapyramidal system, which functions to mod-
